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Professional Self-Regulation in 

Canada

 Health Professions

 Other Professions and Occupations



Regulatory Models Vary

Self regulation (Canada)

Shared regulation (USA/UK/Ireland)

Government regulation (USA)



Hallmarks of Self-Regulation

 Regulator has the right and responsibility to:

 Set high standards and hold licensees accountable

 Receive, investigate and adjudicate complaints

 License and inspect premises (in some cases)

 Discipline own members with panel of peers

 Be a self-funding and self-sustaining authority

 Set and collect the licensing fees needed to ensure 

legislative and regulatory mandate is met



Committee on the Healing Arts

(Horace Krever, 1970)

 Recommendation 319:

“That no licensing body be permitted to fix an 

amount for membership fees at a figure which 

will enable it to pay a sum to a voluntary body, 

thus in effect requiring that as a condition of 

holding a license to practice, the practitioner 

must be a member or at least support 

(through their mandatory licensing fees) the 

voluntary association”



Self- Regulation

 Is a privilege, not a right

 Only truly exists in Canada

 Is a model admired and aspired to globally

…..Is a privilege that is currently under siege 

and can be lost



Self- Regulation means..

 We have the privilege to regulate 

ourselves  and therefore are trusted to “do 

things right” and “do the right things” ***

 We decide ourselves what we need to do 

to be an effective regulator and set the 

fees needed to do it

 We hold our members accountable, but 

we are accountable too



Recent trends

 Increased interest and scrutiny

 Increased oversight and controls

 Global, not local trend

UK

Canada

Ministerial powers in Ontario, Manitoba



Respective Roles are Key

 Understood and respected by all

 Registrar and Council

 All other staff

 TRUST -necessary and appropriate

 A regulatory leader takes the College 

where it needs to go



Regulating in the Public Interest…

 A Social Contract



What Public Interest Means…

 To the Regulator

 To the (Professional) Members

 To Government

 To the Public



The Regulator

 Safe and competent professionals

 Set and enforce standards

 Hold members accountable

 Investigate and adjudicate complaints

*We are accountable too



The Professional Members…

 WIFM

 The hard reality

 Self preservation/Self interest



The Government…

 Privilege granted

 Ministerial oversight (OFC, Annual 

Reports)

 Ministerial controls (CDO)



The Public

 Deserves and Wants

Fairness

Transparency

Honesty

Accountability*



Regulator Accountability is 

Clear

 To serve the public interest first

 To hold members to a high standard

 To reconcile competing interests

 To manage conflicts of interest/role

 To make defensible and consistent 

decisions



Regulating in the public interest

 Skilled workforce

 Safe, competent, “quality” practitioners

 Health and safety- public 

 Transparency- through public register



What we “owe” the public

 We also owe to the members

Due process

Fairness and Consistency

Financial accountability

Consultation on all that impacts them



The Importance of Being 

Earnest

 In our due processes

 In our commitment(s)

 In our communications

 In our shared goal to fulfill first and 

foremost our mandate



Doing the right things

 Making good and consistent decisions

 Acting always and only in the public interest

 Acknowledging and managing COI/ CORole

 Balancing the “needs” versus the “wants”

 Embracing principles of good governance

 Embracing principles of fair, accountable, 

transparent and objective practices



As Regulators…

 No longer “under the radar”

 Interest in and Oversight of 

Regulators

GLOBAL not local phenomenon



Recently….

 Council for Health Regulatory Excellence 

(UK)

(now the Professional Standards 

Authority)

 Fairness Commissioners (ON, MB, PQ, 

NS)

 Enhanced powers of Minister (ON)



Recently…

 Lawyers, Teachers (UK)

 Teachers (BC and ON)

 Denturists (ON)



Why?

 “One bad apple”……

 Inability to demonstrate sufficient 

separation from professional advocacy or 

union influences (teachers)

 Refusal to give up “dual objective” 

mandate (lawyers)

 Increasing concerns respecting overall 

operations, policies and procedures (CDO)



Here and around the world…

The co-existence of professional advocacy and professional 

regulatory functions under one roof/organization is  

considered problematic

Incidents have led to diminished public confidence in self 

regulation of professions overall

Dual Object mandated organizations do not inspire increased 

trust or confidence

Forced separation by statute is an increasing trend



When Things Go Right

There is clarity of vision and purpose

Attention is paid to reputation and risk

Governance works



Clarity of Vision and Purpose

 Mandate and Purpose

 Education and training for all

 Appropriate relationships

 Reputation and Risk*



Reputation and Risk

 Why reputation matters

 Risk of loss is real

 What increases our risk?



Governance is good where:

 Policies support model chosen

 Roles and responsibilities clearly defined, 

respected, understood

 Vision and purpose clear to all



Signs of good governance

 Consistency in actions and decisions*

 Diversity embraced and managed

 Monitoring and evaluation through 

appropriate tools and processes

 Regular reporting by staff re progress 

made



Signs of good governance

 A “living” strategic plan

 Appropriate relationships built and 

maintained

 Continuous quality improvement 

embraced:

Policy reviews/revisions

Evaluations (staff, committees, boards)



In our regulatory world… good 

governance is when

Every decision and action taken is firmly 

and solidly grounded in the public interest



In Pharmacy

 Good governance helped:

Public interest and protection at the forefront

Solid partnership of public and professional 

members on Council

Public influence to help controversial policy 

shifts

Strategic plan supported actions and 

resources 

Much consultation



Where Things Go Wrong

 Professional Interest cloaked as public 

interest

 Inability to reconcile “needs” vs “wants”

 Breakdown in relationships

 Breakdown in communications

 Respective roles not clear or respected



 Lack of corporate solidarity

 Lack of structure to support governance

 Board challenges

 Inadequate education/training

 Conflicts not addressed, managed

 Loss of reputation and credibility



In Ontario

 Government may assume control of a 

health regulatory college through 

appointment of a Supervisor where 

Minister considers such action to be 

“necessary and appropriate”



A Supervisor may be appointed

Where concerns exist:

 Quality of admin/mgt of College

 Admin of RHPA; profession-specific Act; 

other laws

 Performance of duties by Council, staff, 

committees

 Due processes lacking or inconsistent



Denturists in ON- a Case Study

 Numerous complaints throughout 2010

 Independent audit ordered, conducted in 

2011

 Supervisor appointed March 2012

Quality of administration, management

Administration of Acts, laws

Performance of duties- Council, staff, 

committees

Due process lacking or inconsistent



Audit Revealed Concerns

 What CDO was “doing”

 What CDO was “not” doing

 Conflicts of Interest and Role

 Competing Interests

 Breakdown in relationships

 General operational and governance 

concerns and critical mass challenges



Addressing the Audit Concerns

Registration 
and Quality 
Assurance

Entry to 
Practice and 
Examinations

College 
Operating By-

Law

Financial 
and HR 
controls

RelationshipsGovernance



As CDO has learned…

 Once credibility and trust is lost- the road 

to recovery is long and difficult 



“Right Touch” Regulation

“Staying true to our mandate for protecting 

and serving the public interest while 

maintaining the support and respect of the 

professional members and other 

stakeholders”

(H.Cayton, Professional Standards 

Authority, UK)



The Right Touch

 Right balance of power

 Decisions and Enforcement are 

consistent, transparent, justifiable

Focus is on the right things



The Biggest Risk?

 Not doing the “right” things

 Not doing things “right”



Paying Attention

 To good governance, good leadership and 

respective roles and responsibilities



The Regulator’s work is entrusted to the 

professions/trades

Link between reputation and good 

governance is direct and clear

Roles and responsibilities must be clear and 

respected



Some Final Thoughts

 What do we need to do a good job?

 How much money do we need to do it?

 Do we care how we’ll be perceived?

 Reputation matters

 Years of good decisions build reputation, 

one bad decision ruins it



Some Final Thoughts

 A new beginning with the RHPA

 Regulation comes with [costly] obligations

 Need to understand cost of self-regulation 

and be willing to pay

 Credible and effective regulation requires 

good and sufficient staff, funding



For Discussion

 What concerns if any, exist?

 What would a decision made in “bad” faith 

look like?

 What can registrants do to support self-

regulation?

 What is our collective responsibility for 

decisions made and actions taken?
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